Testimony for the 2022 Protect Act SB 459
by Jason Gould

Well, despite tug-of-war tight tensions of so casual practices of inhumane treatment of inmates & personnel in solitary confinement in the Connecticut correctional system and the great fall of the evil empire of Northern Correctional Institution's closure, the criminal-like behavior of regularly exercised inhumanities by correctional employees has only subplanted itself to another location (i.e. Walker C.I.) & yet blood-thirsty as a baby wolf can persist in its once admonished behaviors; from its natural beast self and momentarily transforms into rogue human & thumbs its nose at you all with a flush or a knowingly knowing grin.

O' listener, let me tell: Since the D.O.C.'s beloved torture chamber of Northern was stitched shut with pulleys and chain its spirit merely reincarnated at my current place of imprisonment. From late May of 2021 until now I never witnessed great scores of
Inmates & prisoners frequently manacled, including myself.

Listened: imagined being manacled in such a fashion where you could not raise your godgiven arms to merely stretch when needed; or perhaps to use the toilet; having no access to cleanse your hands after having defecated then meal time downs and you're expected to consume your food with unsanitized hands. Could you tolerate it?

What if you were naturally afflicted with claustrophobic symptoms while bound like this, you'd panic as if submerged in deathly arctic water & faint!

While like this, one's mind is not toggin with him when he is assulted by barnyard house odor & debris as though you were quartered in a city alley way, all in a thought to be evolved kind or another.

Now, since the signing of Executive Order 21-1 various masks of disbelief have stolen my natural face when having seen Order 21-1 being fingered twisted as die in a dice game; as with myself who has been denied the four hour out-of-cell time due to jail administrators
having had me on casual quarantine status since September 2021 for my refusal declining to take the Covid test; denying me any outside exposure: medical appointments, religious practice, etc., all without any excuse or via alternatives under the law.

Despite an independent psychologist recommendation that I need be housed in a psychiatric treatment setting independent of the D.O.C. because such environments as solitary confinement worsens my disabilities, I remain in solitary confinement & have continuously been since October 2021 helplessly, plunging, and growing misanthropic.

Now! A day draws near when the cultivated beast must be released from his cage & back, from whence he came & into society but new lifetime. Worst, now cycling his fellow citizen as prey; all we because he came from a factory that manufactured him into one; a factory containing dungeons otherwise known as solitary confinement & long in such, for one yet trying to retain what divinity,
I am Jason Goods, fully with the prisoner number of 238240. And, needless to say, I do support the proposed Protect Act, for the greater good that the Department of Correction refuses to see.